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About StudioEleven Artists

In 2014, a group of independent artists who worked and studied at artist Tom Wudl’s Los Angeles 
studio formed StudioEleven to support each other by extending their work through exhibitions, 
complementary educational experiences, and continuing conversations.

“StudioEleven at Work” is the most current example of the StudioEleven experience and reflects the 
shared philosophical interests of artist Tom Wudl’s studio and the artists who work there.

The name “StudioEleven” originated at the location of StudioEleven Art Gallery, which the artists 
operated on the 11th floor, at Maker City Los Angeles. From September 2014 through May 2015, 
StudioEleven members curated and presented monthly themed exhibitions that featured members’ 
artwork at the gallery. StudioEleven has also exhibited at a variety of spaces in the Los Angeles area 
including ArtShare LA (2014), the Colburn School of Performing Arts (2015 - 2016), the Ebell of Los 
Angeles (2016) and the Neutra Institute Museum and Gallery (2017).

www.studioelevenartists.com



by Patrick Frank

The times we live in have gone beyond interesting; maybe 
they are too interesting. The order of the day seems to be 
disorder. Outrageousness rules our domestic political 
discourse, which is often described as "post-truth." 
Homelessness is increasing, a sign of income inequality. The 
Islamic world is in an upheaval that entangles many 
countries, and will rewrite the history books. Climate change, 
which many current political leaders regard as a hoax, may 
make irrelevant many current policies and decisions. "May 
you live in interesting times" is often described as an ancient 
Chinese curse, but there is no evidence for that origin of the 
sentence. That makes it a free-floating, deracinated curse.

What are artists to do? Dada artists in the past responded 
to outrageous times with outrageous gestures, such as 
shouting nonsense poems or putting a mustache on the Mona 
Lisa. Or maybe artists should do nothing directly, because 
they obviously have no obligation to respond to the times. In 
this exhibition, the artists of StudioEleven suggest a fruitful 
and even inspiring antidote to our chaotic and disorderly 
moment. 

StudioEleven is a subset of the artists who work and study 
privately with the notable Los Angeles artist Tom Wudl. But 
immediately on viewing this exhibition, you notice that their 
work does not resemble his, because they all work in many 
styles and media. These apples have fallen sufficiently far 
from the tree, and some have even been tossed quite a 
distance. In that sense, this exhibition resembles today's art 
world, where many styles flourish. 

StudioEleven and the Current Cultural Moment



artist's personal statement, which need not fit into a 
timetable of an academic system or meet requirements for a 
degree. 

Yet despite this diversity, I do notice a common trait running 
through many of the works on view here; I would describe it 
as thoughtful elaboration. Both of those terms require 
definition. Outrageous gestures, extravagant statements, 
spontaneous juxtapositions, sharp sarcasm, simplistic politics, 
rash media choices: StudioEleven artists mostly avoid all of 
these in favor of a search carried out reflectively, testing 
step by step while considering the process and the results. 
Moreover, the works that we see here are all elaborated; 
they show the results of a sometimes prolonged creative 
process. They give evidence that they have been worked on, 
extended, or developed. Thoughtful elaboration is not 
necessarily the same as excessive caution. The former pulls 
you in, while the latter is boring. It's not the same as 
introspection or navel-gazing, either. Digging further into 
this, I find four, or maybe four and a half, overall strategies 
at work. I hesitate to introduce such a scheme because most 
artists would prefer not to be classified, and some of them 
certainly could fit into more than one of these categories. My 
division is intended not to box them in, but rather to further 
elucidate my response to their creativity. My own inspiration 
includes the work of Harold Rosenberg, who wrote that the 
purpose of art criticism is to extend the artist's act into the 
realm of rational discourse. 

Some of these artists use the human figure as a subject, 
which makes their art immediately relatable to people and 
circumstances, but these artists generally avoid topical 

This diversity of styles probably owes something to Wudl's 
teaching philosophy, which is anarchistic in the classical sense. 
The Wudl studio is not tied to any institution or accreditation 
program; it is entirely self-contained and grants no degrees. 
The program resembles in some respects the educational 
philosophies of Francisco Ferrer, or, closer to home, the 
studio of Robert Henri, where artists were taught to question 
everything and accept no orthodoxy. Wudl has taught in 
many degree-granting university and art school 
environments, but he emerged from those experiences 
disillusioned. "The whole idea of accreditation is laughable," 
he told me, because "creativity is so far beyond what's 
logical." There is no style or medium that he favors over any 
other, and no body of knowledge that he believes that 
every artist should know. StudioEleven artists come from 
many different backgrounds, and have various talents and 
attitudes. His principal goal is helping to develop each 



comments. Clearly this describes the work of Mindy Alper, 
who creates impactful portraits from unexpected materials, 
speaking likenesses from papier mâché and wire. Flora 
Golden uses the human form among many other motifs, 
gathering them like sacred symbols that seem talismanic. 
Mónica Leal Cuerva uses women's faces in the service of a 
similar element of fantasy, suggesting dreamlike states that 
remind me of the photomontages of the Argentine artist 
Grete Stern, except that Leal Cuerva's figures more symbolic 
and less anecdotal. Tere Abdala-Romano introduces the 
figure in order to make it disappear, as we see in her work 
depicting two people at Hakone who have dissolved into the 
landscape they contemplate. The diversity of styles among 
these four artists is typical of how all the artists in this show 
are up to their own thing, each of them.

Making collages is as old as Picasso, but several artists here 
take that technique in new directions. Laurie Yehia uses 
plastic light switch plates, of all things, in grids that seem to 
both appropriate and then send up a great deal of 
modernist abstraction. Charlotte Schmid-Maybach layers 
and stitches forms together in suggestive arrays that include 
materials as diverse as sewing patterns, book pages, and 
photographs. Collaging can be an obsessive activity, and 
the artist who comes closest to that mode is Linda Levi-Baum; 
she says that her layered cloth fragments are based on her 
garden, but deeper messages about organic growth are 
also afoot here. Jill Gefen's work seems among the most 
freewheeling in the group at first glance, yet it is carefully 
elaborated; she generates compositional tensions that 
resolve themselves in unexpected ways. Collaging can 



sometimes seem like a trick, a mere formal move, but Joan 
Giammarco's work feels experimental and exploratory 
rather than slick or knowing.

One medium is not enough for some artists, and they should 
be congratulated for that if they work them well. I refer to 
artists such as Lisa Segal, a poet who uses distorted words 
along with painted elements in three dimensions. Some of 
her works in this show refer to the Japanese haiku poet 
Basho's crow, whose landing on a bare branch in about 
1685 tipped off a multitude of reflections on the meaning of 
autumn. And Elise Vazelakis, who makes textiles into 
sculptures with copper and steel wire in a texture-laden, 
cascading whole. Or Margorie Sievers, who seems to be 
synaesthesiac; her high-resolution digital images of musical 
notes had me hearing things as I looked.

The largest group of artists in this heterogeneous bunch is 
devoted to abstraction, or perhaps to non-objectivity.  
Modern artists fought many verbal battles about the 
differences between the two, but, fortunately for all of us, 
we can leave all that debate behind and just look. 
I would call some of these artists expressive abstractionists, 
which is not the same as abstract expressionists, because 
here we find a more reflective approach to expression. As in 
the work of Deborah Schiller Hadl, who plays an absorbing 
game with abstraction and representation in brightly colored 
shapes that hover on the verge of recognizability. Or 
perhaps David Peters, who combines splashy shapes with 
vertical stripes that similarly hover between the spontaneous 
and the planned. Elaine Cohen embraces a certain amount 
of disorder, but most of her works still have a central axis 



loosen the locks on the rectangles to create suggestions of 
depth and motion. Michele Jaffe says that she is inspired by 
Giorgio Morandi, but only in spirit, because her compositions 
seem carefully-worked as his did, but much busier. Tressa 
Miller's crowds of 8 by 8 inch blocks are seedbeds for all 
kinds of explorations in color and texture and arrangement. 

Tom Wudl, the convener of this group, belongs to none of 
the above. His intricate webs and jewel-like surfaces in 
subtly asymmetrical compositions rivet the attention. 
Alongside the apparently Buddhist inspiration for some of his 
pieces, to me they are also about the distribution of matter 
and energy in the universe. 

Stepping back to an overview of this exhibition, we can see 
how welcome this thoughtful approach is in our chaotic times. 
When the internet gets "broken" by the next viral video, 
when our President unleashes another corrosive tweet storm, 
when the next humanitarian catastrophe commands our 
attention, or when a homeless encampment crops up in the 
neighborhood seemingly overnight, we should remember that 
solutions don't usually come from rash action, reckless 
accusations, faddish thinking, or individual excess. Thoughtful 
elaboration has infinitely greater prospects for success, and 
here we see it demonstrated with a high degree of 
sophistication.

Patrick Frank is the author of several books on art, among 
them Artforms: An Introduction to the Visual Arts, a higher 
education textbook now in its twelfth edition. 

calming things down amid the jolting bright colors. Anne 
Brilliant uses organic shapes that refuse to remain serene 
within the rectangular boundaries of the canvas; they keep 
suggesting things to the imagination. 

Some of the abstractionists are more exploratory or 
experimental rather than expressive. That is, they seem more 
devoted to some of the formal concerns that have never yet 
subsided despite a hundred-plus years of modernism. BJ 
Dockweiler creates large, mostly black paintings with 
rectangular subdivisions that leave enough space between 
them for us to notice rhythms and nearly-hidden content in 
their horizontal and vertical divisions. Hillary Gruenberg also 
often uses grids, but her rich textures and loose execution
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Hakone, 2018
Oil on canvas
60” x 72”

Tere Abdala-Romano

“My approach to painting is much like 
meditation. While I paint, I ignore my 
thinking mind, thus providing space for the 
void and allowing the creative process to 
unfold – expressing that which I’m not 
aware was longing to be unveiled.”

Tere Abdala-Romano was born, raised, and 
studied in Mexico City. Her educational and 
professional lives have ranged from Hotel 
Management to Philosophy and from a 
Masters in Geography to becoming the 
president of a growing and successful 
multinational company. In 2009 she began 
the adventure of painting under the 
mentorship of Tom Wudl, who encouraged 
her to trust her innate creativity.

Tere.abdala@gmail.com
www.tereabdala.art
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Mindy Alper was born in Brooklyn, New 
York, and lives in Los Angeles. From the 
ages of 4 to 40, she studied with well-
known art teacher Dorothy Cannon. She also 
studied with Harry Burnett, Leonard 
Schwartz, Anthony Austin, Phyllis Muldavin, 
Olga Seem Kooyman, and Sue Maing. She 
has studied with Tom Wudl since 2007.

Mindy Alper has had solo exhibitions at the 
Random Gallery and at Rosamund Felsen 
Gallery, which has represented her since 
2006. She is the subject of Frank Stiefel’s 
2018 Oscar-winning short documentary 
“Heaven is a Traffic Jam on the 405.”

Mindy Alper

Melanie, 2013
Acrylic, gesso, joint compound and gloss medium 

on papier	  mâché	  over wire, wood support
6.5” x 3” x 21”

mindysmac@gmail.com
www.artsy.net/artist/mindy-alper
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Untitled, 2017
Oil on canvas
60” x 60”

Anne Brilliant

“Having come to painting late in life, I 
initially used oil paints to paint traditional 
landscapes and still lifes. As I became 
exposed to more art, I was drawn to the 
conceptual work of Sol Lewitt. In the last 
three years I have begun to locate myself 
and enjoy mixing colors in specific 
harmonies. I employ thick and thin paint to 
lay organic, abstract shapes and lines on 
the canvas.” 

Anne Brilliant began painting in oil nine 
years ago with Tom Wudl. She was born in 
Boston, Massachusetts, graduated from 
Case Western Reserve University with a BA 
in English, and currently resides in Los 
Angeles.

anneb234@aol.com
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“Nickelodeons, orchestrions, player pianos, 
juke-boxes, automata, painting, and a thirst 
for creativity—all these were part of my 
childhood. My early work consisted of 
paintings and drawings. I recently exhibited 
moving metal sculptures. For my current series, 
I looked back to the pop-up books my parents 
collected and used them as a starting point. 
How do they work, move, and engage us? 
How do they mesh with my artistic goals of 
working in the present, exploring opposites, 
repetition, and the desire to experience the 
unknown?”

Elaine Cohen holds a BFA from Art Center, 
studied with Glenn Vilppu, and is a freelance 
illustrator. She currently studies with Tom Wudl.

Elaine Cohen

As I Lay Sleeping, 2018
Paper, ink, pen, tape on foam core

14 1/2” x 8 1/2” x [3 1/2” closed & 4 3/4” open)

ujhley@gmail.com
www.elainercohen.com
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Stretched to the Point of No Turning Back, 2016
Mixed media and LED lights on wood panel
15” x 13” x 2”

Mónica Leal Cueva

“In my art process I intend to become a 
finder of hidden relations, wandering at the 
boundary between an inner secret and a 
universal dream where images come 
together and expand in dark, endless 
spaces. Paper on light, collage on wood, 
and poetic passages from music find a 
secret association to images found in folk 
art and modern photography.”

Mónica Leal Cueva is a mixed-media artist 
and photographer born in Mexico into a 
passionately artistic family. Musical and 
bohemian poetry-performing evenings 
stoked her fascination with the fundamental 
unity of the creative process through word, 
sound, light, and found images. Based now 
in Los Angeles, Mónica Leal Cueva is 
currently Art Assistant for Tom Wudl and 
manages her own freelance photography 
and artist assisting businesses.

monica@monicaleal.com
www.monicalealcueva.com

@tacosdeluna
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One Red, 2017
Acrylic on canvas

72” x 84” (Installation of seven panels)

BJ Dockweiler

“I’m fascinated by the kinetic interplay 
colors have with each other. Recently I’ve 
been exploring a minimalist expression of 
this connection with canvases painted in 
multiple layers of brilliantly colored house 
paints that alternate with multiple layers of 
black acrylic. The result is a dark fusion of 
black with color beneath.”

While living in NYC, BJ Dockweiler studied 
art and design at Fordham University, The 
New School, School of Visual Arts, and Art 
Students League. Her work has been 
exhibited at the StudioEleven Gallery, the 
Ebell, the Colburn School of Performing Arts, 
Art Share LA, and the Neutra Institute 
Museum & Gallery She has been studying 
with Tom Wudl since 2008.

bj@bjdockweiler.com
www.bjdockweiler.com
@bjbjbjdoc
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“My recent work involves manipulating 
ordinary objects into unexpected pieces of 
art. Scouring home improvement stores for 
material, I find inspiration in wire, screen, 
hardware and almost anything made of 
metal.”

Jill Gefen studied architecture at UC 
Berkeley and Advertising Art Direction at 
Art Center College of Design. She has 
worked as an art director for advertising 
agencies in New York and Los Angeles, and 
as a graphic designer/creative director. 
She has been working with Tom Wudl as a 
fine artist since 2010.

Jill Gefen

Caught, 2018
Metal pipe, wire, hardware, enamel paint and magnetic files
105” x 93” x 16”

15

jillgefen@aol.com                 
www.jillgefen.com



Reimagined, 2018
Mixed media (aluminum packaging, acrylic 

paint, metal chain, staples on canvas)
36” x 48”

Joan Giammarco

“Incorporating everyday items, from 
packaging to hardware store discoveries, I 
am exploring the rejuvenation of discarded 
materials to evoke ornamentation from 
ancient civilizations. My artwork is informed 
by experiences working, for extended 
lengths of time, in Europe and Latin 
America.”

Originally from Canada, Joan Giammarco 
received a BFA from Toronto’s York 
University. She is also an actress and writer 
and has worked for several years in film 
post-production. She has studied figure 
drawing with Malaika Zweig Latty and is 
currently furthering her art practice with 
Tom Wudl.

jgiammarco@me.com 
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“I am a mixed media artist. My broad 
range of materials includes cardboard and 
shadow boxes filled with newspaper, clay, 
and fabric. I often combine small canvases 
to create larger compositions. Although my 
style is fantasy, my work is rooted in the 
world of humans, animals, and plants.” 

Flora Golden, in addition to being an artist, 
is a psychotherapist influenced by the 
research of Carl Jung, the late Swiss 
psychoanalyst. She has exhibited at the 
Colburn School of Performing Arts, the 
Neutra Institute Museum & Gallery, and in 
the American College Society’s show 
"Altered States." Two of her paintings have 
been installed at the Lucille Packard 
Children's Hospital.

Flora Golden

Double Take, 2018
Acrylic on paper
40” X 26”
Painted styrofoam and pottery
12” X 26” X 5”

floragolden@aol.com
www.floragoldenart.com
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Transition, 2018
Linoleum blocks, gouache

24” x 27”

Hillary Gruenberg

“I derive my art from the unconscious 
through deliberate approaches. I use pencil, 
ink, and watercolor applications that are 
immediate and allow me to express feelings 
of loneliness and isolation. The luminosity of 
watercolor also conveys a sense of hope 
and clarity. Using collage and drawing, I 
am able to capture freshness and 
spontaneity as I transform found images 
and materials into my own mark-making 
strategies. The imagery changes from 
moment to moment and is both serious and 
whimsical. My recent work is an engagement 
with process. “

Hillary Gruenberg has shown in solo 
exhibitions at Lois Lambert Gallery in Santa 
Monica, California, and in StudioEleven 
group exhibitions.

hillhjg@gmail.com
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House on Black, 2018
Oil on canvas
48” x 60”

Deborah Schiller Hadl

“My work of the last seven years is a 
radical departure from the work I had done 
over the previous twenty. The larger format, 
new paint medium, and fresh subject matter 
were all very new to me and allowed me to 
express a very different aspect of my 
personality. For this, I am truly grateful to 
my teacher and mentor, Tom Wudl, for 
guiding me through this often challenging, 
but exciting, process.”

Deborah Schiller Hadl founded and 
operated an art consulting business and a 
gallery to showcase works by local artists. 
For decades, she helped artists market their 
paintings and worked with corporations to 
build their collections. After working with the 
San Francisco based workshop, "The 
Painting Experience," she began her own 
artistic journey.

deborahhadl@gmail.com
www.deborahhadl.com
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“My current work explores color and lines 
using common and abstract geometric 
shapes, both structured and unstructured, 
and how those objects relate to and unite 
with each other. I am inspired by many 
artists, but particularly by the serenity and 
composition of Edward Hopper and the 
tonal stillness of Giorgio Morandi.”

An early art teacher nurtured Michele 
Jaffe’s artistic spirit, teaching her to trust her 
own inspiration. She has searched since then 
for her core artistic spirit and expression 
through study with various teachers and 
experimentations with different styles and 
mediums. Michele Jaffe currently works with 
Tom Wudl where she learns to weave new 
techniques and tools into her art.

Michele Jaffe

Masking Tape Jigsaw, 2017
Oil and graphite on canvas

40” x 30”

mishjaffe@gmail.com
www.mishjaffeart.com
@mishjaffeart
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“In my jeweled fabric series, I focus on 
aesthetics by using a variety of textures and 
colors. Patience, precision, and accuracy are 
tools that focus my spontaneity and 
imagination. My stimulation for this series 
comes from my relationship with my garden 
as I watch bulbs grow, foliage mature, and 
blossoms open.” 

Linda Levi-Baum grew up in Los Angeles. 
She received her formal art training and 
secondary credential at CSUN/UCLA. She 
taught art history-design at Venice High 
School, art enrichment at Stephen S. Wise 
School, and art at Beit T’Shuvah and 
Elderhostel at the University of Judaism. A 
docent for fifteen years at the Skirball 
Cultural Center, she is trained to 
accommodate the blind and foreign groups 
who are accompanied by a translator. 

Linda Levi-Baum

Keep Blooming, 2018
Fabric, acrylic, appliques on canvas
36” round

baum.levi@gmail.com
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Continuum Series #1-50, 2017-2018
Flashe paint on wood panels

8” x 8” x 1.5” each (installation dimensions variable)

Tressa Miller

“I am exploring painted surface techniques 
through color, form, and signature shapes. 
Small, standardized panels free me in a 
process that focuses upon one element and 
follows with groupings of resulting images 
into larger installations. Painted front and 
back, the individual pieces morph into three 
dimensional objects.”

Tressa Miller studied at Antioch College in 
Ohio, received her BFA from Ohio State 
University, and continues her art practice 
with Tom Wudl. Her art has been exhibited 
in group shows and is represented in 
private collections. Tressa Miller studies 
Method Writing with Jack Grapes, is Co-
Chair of FOCA Curator’s Lab, Co-Curator of 
StudioEleven, and maintains an art advisory 
business.

tressart@me.com
www.tressamillerartist.com
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“I consider my art a form of meditation 
through which I can create images that 
resonate with me and help me discover 
myself. In the painting in this exhibit, I was 
especially interested in the tension created 
between organic shapes and linear 
constructs and between black and white and 
color.”

David Peters, a businessman turned artist, is 
a graduate of Pomona College. For over 
15 years he has studied art with Tom Wudl 
and art, poetry, and writing with numerous 
teachers. Concerned with the well-being of 
underprivileged children, 75% of his art 
sales proceeds go to two non-profits serving 
these needs.

David Peters

Split Personality, 2018
Acrylic on Wood Panel
60” x 48”

davidpeters@earthlink.net
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“With this new series of layered paper 
images, I use the photograph as a starting 
point and integrate both thread and wire 
into the layers. The leaf is a repeated 
outline or echo and is juxtaposed with real 
leaves from trees. The “book leaves” images 
weave together old German texts and real 
leaves coated with paint and wax and 
wrapped with wire.“  

Charlotte Schmid-Maybach is a 
photographer and mixed media artist 
originally from San Francisco, California. 
She received a BA from UC Berkeley and 
an MA in photojournalism from the 
University of Missouri, Columbia. Her 
background as an archaeological 
photographer in Pakistan and 15 years as 
a newspaper photojournalist have informed 
her artwork. She currently lives in Los 
Angeles. 

Charlotte Schmid-Maybach

Green Jungle, 2018
Photography, paper, thread, leaves, wax

23” x 36”

clsmphoto@gmail.com
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Basho's Crow: Flower Street Negotiations, 2018
Digital prints, graphite, pen, acrylic paint, paper, card board, 
toothpick, adhesive, Plexiglass
17" x 12" x 9.5"

Lisa Segal

“My recent collages and sculptures combine 
photographs of my hand-made paper 
cubes with typographical elements created 
from my poetry. Restricting myself to 
squares, cubes (and the patterns that make 
a cube), alphabetical abstractions, the 
notations on found ledger paper, maps, and 
sometimes images of crows, I create visuals 
that are both recognizable and ambiguous. 
My work also explores the differences 
between hand-made objects that are 
ostensibly the same.”

Lisa Segal teaches poetry and writing 
through the Los Angeles Poets & Writers 
Collective. Her book, METAMORPHOSIS: 
Who is the Maker? An Artist’s Statement 
includes her poetry, prose, and photographs 
of her sculptures.  
(www.bombshelterpress.com)

lisa@lisasegal.com
www.lisasegal.com
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“Color and music have always been 
integral forces in my life. I am interested in 
the “micro explorations” of theoretical 
physics and the cosmic explorations of 
astrophysics. There is a connection between 
visionary physics and the ability of art to 
attempt an explanation of how the universe 
was created. With use of musical notes, 
color, and the feeling of vibration, I have 
figured it out.”

Marjorie Sievers is a Los Angeles based 
artist whose works are widely exhibited. 
Her range of material has included paint, 
metal, photography, and digital images. 
She conceived and designed the California 
State University Northridge Sculpture 
Garden after the 1994 earthquake.

Margorie Sievers

Orfeo 1, 2018
Digital print on paper

48” x 37”

margysievers@prodigy.net
www.margysievers.com
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Second Shape IV with Color Variations, 2018
Plywood, Flashe, acrylic, gouache and graphite
Installation 87” x 130” x 70”

Margaret-Anne Smith

Curiosity, precision. Exploring ideas and 
materials. Micro plywood, paint, fishing line, 
pins, PVC, linen. Continuing to build on ideas 
that have come before: mine and others. My 
mind, my eyes, my hands, my time visible in 
the work.”

Born in Bleomfontein, South Africa, 
Margaret-Anne Smith currently lives and 
works in Los Angeles, California. She is a 
founding member of StudioEleven. In 
addition to a solo exhibition, her work has 
been included in several group shows. 
Margaret-Anne Smith has studied with Tom 
Wudl since 2013.

1margaretannesmith@gmail.com
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“My loom-woven textiles push customary 
limits of fiber with the integration of copper 
and steel wire. By manipulating the metal 
cloth, the results are dynamic forms that 
subvert the static templates of weaving. The 
work strikes a balance between textile and 
sculpture that explores a juxtaposition of 
fortitude and fragility.”

Elise Vazelakis is a fiber artist who has had 
solo and group exhibitions in New York, 
Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and 
Dubai. Her work is also in private and 
public collections throughout the world, 
including the Faisaliah Resort and Spa in 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Elise Vazelakis 

Repetitive Stillness, 2017
Loom-woven fiber, steel and copper wire

120” x 90”

elise@elisevaselakis.com
www.elisevazelakis.com
@theweavingqueen
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One Hundred Trillion Concentrations, 2015
Acrylic, 22 karat gold, gum arabic on rice paper over wood panel
33 1/4” x 39 1/8” x 4  5/8”

Tom Wudl

“I take inspiration from the Avatamsaka 
Sutra (The Flower Ornament Scripture), a 
Buddhist teaching, to create a series of 
detailed paintings, drawings, and prints in 
response to the text’s evocative and 
profound literary descriptions. This follows a 
long tradition of artists who merge 
aesthetics and mysticism to visually 
represent what defies verbal description.”

Tom Wudl emigrated to the United States 
from Bolivia in 1958 at age ten. He 
received his BFA at Chouinard Art Institute, 
Los Angeles, but was most influenced by 
independent travel in Europe, studying late 
Medieval and early Renaissance paintings. 
Tom Wudl has had a long career teaching 
art and established the Wudl Studio where 
he has mentored hundreds of artists. His 
work has been exhibited nationally and 
internationally and is in collections of major 
museums in the United States and Japan.

studio@wudl.con
www.wudl.net
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"I paint with re-purposed objects. Switch 
plates become repeated forms, open 
spaces alluding to deeper levels. The 
objects retain traces of their functionality 
while being reconfigured in ways that are 
open to multiple interpretations."

Laurie Yehia’s work has been exhibited in 
solo and group shows, selected for awards 
on ARTslant.com, and featured in online and 
print publications. She has studied at the Art 
Institute of Chicago, Stanford University, 
Wesleyan University (B.A. Honors in Art), 
School of Visual Arts, and the Wudl studio. 
Laurie Yehia is Co-Curator of StudioEleven 
exhibitions and serves on Santa Monica’s 
Arts Commission and Public Arts Committee.

Laurie Yehia 

Constructions, 2017
Mixed media (wall plates, screws, oil and acrylic paint on wood panel)

27” x 19”

laurie@laurieyehia.com
www.laurieyehia.com
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Special thanks to the SMC Foundation Board of Directors and SMC 
Board of Trustees for supporting the “StudioEleven at Work” 
opening and exhibition, including:

• Dr. Kathryn E. Jeffery | Superintendent/President
• Max Brossy | SMCF Administrative Assistant
• Ronn Davis | Faculty/Art Department Chair
• Nicole Fukumoto | SMCF Accounting Manager
• Socrates Manuel | SMCF Program & Events Manager
• Lizzy Moore | SMC Dean, Institutional Advancement
• Jonathan Ng | SMC Sr. Graphic Designer
• Dan Sy | SMCF Associate Director/CFO
• Cheryl Ward | SMCF Development Director

Our Appreciation to SMC Pete and Susan Barrett Art Gallery Staff:

• Marian Winsryg | SMC Art Faculty, Gallery Director
• Brennan Wheeler | Gallery Assistant

With Gratitude to the VIP Reception & Silent Auction Sponsors:

• Artful Foods Catering
• Freya and Mark Ivener
• Matt Merrill | Pomar Junction Vineyard &Winery
• SMC Foundation
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includes the artists in the exhibition and the following individuals 
who have given generously of their talents and time:

• Lisa Segal and Elise Vazelakis |  StudioEleven Chair and    
Co-Chair

• BJ Dockweiler | SMC Foundation Liaison
• Tressa Miller, Laurie Yehia, Tom Wudl | Curators
• Michele Jaffe and Jill Gefen | Catalogue Production
• Margaret-Anne Smith | Exhibition Operations
• Mónica Leal Cueva | Administrative Operations and 

Exhibition Logo Design

With high regard, we recognize Patrick Frank for his insightful 
catalogue essay.

Our lasting affection and respect goes to mentor and friend, Tom 
Wudl. His constant attention to each of our creative endeavors 
has made this exhibition possible.
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